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Purpose  

  

The Board is asked to approve the Corporate Plan for the period 2020/21 to 2022/23. 

 

Priority  

  

Routine 

 

Background 

 
The new Corporate Plan was commissioned to cover organisational aims and activities for 

the three year period ahead as the existing plan comes to its natural end. The basis of the 

plan reflects a significant shift in external environment for Scottish Canals – including the time 

critical change in financial governance from operating under HM Treasury derogation as a 

Public Corporation into Non-Departmental Public Body status. The plan comes at a time of 

modal shift for Scottish Canals which experienced its early years in near constant expansion 

and re-development towards a focus in this plan around stability, stewardship of public money 

and delivery. 

 

Key Issues 

 

Stakeholder Involvement 

 

The document has been drafted with input from all senior staff within Scottish Canals 

(including department heads), Board members, Scottish Government Sponsor Team and 

Transport Scotland Analytical Services. This version represents the most coherent balance 

of ideas and comments in line with the strategic goals of the organisation and set in the context 

of Scotland’s Performance Framework. 

 

Points to Note 

 

The Board’s attention is drawn to the improved visual presentation of the document, 

showcasing flagship assets and imagery indicative of our purpose and activities.  

 

The Board are also asked to consider the Key Performance Indicator section which is new 

text from previous drafts. We have taken a decision to frame the KPIs mainly as binary 

deliverables rather than granular targets for two reasons. Firstly, the scale of change affecting 

the organisation is requiring a re-set of the plans around most core activities and business 

functions. This reduces our planning precision until such time as have worked through the 

detailed team-by-team business planning aligned to changes in financial governance and a 

tough budget settlement. Secondly, as part of the detailed business planning, we need to 

determine a suite of new measurements and evidence sources. Early work to define KPIs for 

the Corporate Plan suggested that we have an evidence base of mixed availability and quality. 

Moving the more detailed KPIs into annual Business Plans is an explicit attempt to balance 



 
high level and stretching goals (in this Corporate Plan) with a need to create the time and 

space needed for teams to develop credible and measurable plans to deliver them. 

 

Status of the Document 

 

This document is presented as a final draft ready to be approved. Further minor changes may 

be made to the layout and content prior to re-circulation.  In a slight change to the way Scottish 

Government wishes to input, the approved document will be sent to the Cabinet Secretary 

after Board approval. This could give rise to a further change – with anything material being 

subject to offline re-approval by the Board. 

 

Corporate Implications  

         

Strategic Priorities: The Corporate Plan sets out everything Scottish Canals considers as a 

priority and core activity over the next three years. The document is the origin document for 

our strategic priorities and will act as the defining alignment and delivery tool in this period. 

 

Risk/Risk Appetite: The Plan focuses on strategically critical activities and corporate 

behaviours that should reduce risk especially in the first year around financial sustainability 

and operational delivery. An over-focus on cost reduction could raise the risk of undermining 

income generation and this is a being actively managed through our governance review. 

 

Legal: Nothing to note.   

 

Financial: All resources spent by Scottish Canals will align to the Corporate Plan. 

 

Human Resources: The Corporate Plan commits to a People Strategy to capture a wide range 

of important commitments including job evaluation, succession planning and performance 

management improvements. 

 

Fair Work First: Nothing to note.   

 

Communication: Once approved, the Plan will be published on the Scottish Canals website 

and cited in all key plans and strategies.  

 

Community & Third Sector: Nothing to note.   

 

Commercial: The Plan makes stretching expectations around commercial activities and the 

need to invest appropriately in revenue generation to support the sustainability of the 

organisation and its ability to invest in regeneration.  

 

Asset: The Plan commits to investment in our asset base and explicitly commits to addressing 

critical repairs and maintenance in the context of a sustainable investment strategy. 

 
  



 
Conclusions and Recommendations  

  

The Board is asked to: 

a. Consider the proposed final Corporate Plan; 

b. Raise any final questions or comments including around the Key Performance 

Indicator section; 

c. Approve the Corporate Plan; 

d. Note the possibility of further change and the possibility of an off-line request to 

re-approve; 
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